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I always need to challenge myself as a creator
In the past few years I have dedicated myself to the oceans, and the research and exploration of them
I am severely shocked by the intense plastic pollution in our oceans I already, for many years, had my concerns about
excessive mass production and the superfluous human consumption, but realizing the depth and seriousness of the pollution
made me rethink and require myself to adapt to our planet
This collection is dedicated to the oceans, and the nature they provide For this work i´m only using natural materials like
cotton and jute, something which will have a significantly smaller impact on our earth and oceans than polymers*
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The XENOPHYOPHORE jacket and pants are carefully tailored pieces in light
denim-blue jute The cut of the jacket is inspired by the Japanese haori and features
a versatile ribbon to be tied either in the front or the back
Xenophyophores are multinucleate unicellular organisms found on the ocean floor throughout the
world's oceans, at depths of 500 to 10,600 metres They are a kind of foraminiferan that extract
minerals from their surroundings and use them to form an exoskeleton They select certain minerals
and elements from their environment that are included in its tests and cytoplasm, or concentrated in
excretions The selected minerals vary with species, but often include barite, lead and uranium

Xenophyophores are an important part of the deep sea-floor, as they have been found in all four major ocean
basins However, so far little is known about their biology and ecological role in deep-sea ecosystems
Xenophyophores are difficult to study due to their extreme fragility
Scientists collected a spatangoid urchin, about 5 cm diameter, which was wearing a cloak consisting of over
1,000 protists and other creatures, including 245 living xenophyophores, each 3–6 mm The fragility of the
xenophyophores suggests that the urchin either very carefully collected them, or that they settled and grew
there Among several possible explanations for the urchin's behaviour, perhaps the most likely are chemical
camouflage and weighing itself down to avoid being moved in currents
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RAKKOHAURU Tops 1 & 2
Fucus vesiculosus (Finnish; Rakkohauru) is a brown algae seaweed found on the coasts of the North Sea, the western Baltic Sea, and the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans The tops are made with beautiful printed
cotton, which resembles the brown seaweed species The recurring knot detail makes the back an exciting and sensual feature, perfect for the hot summer days
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The PORPITA Tops are simple summery pieces made from thin
and airy, beautifully printed cotton
The pattern on the fabric resembles the angelic marine organism porpita
porpita or "blue button" Although it is superficially similar to a jellyfish,
each apparent individual is actually a colony of hydrozoan polyps
The blue button lives on the surface of the sea and consists of two main
parts: a blue, thin, transparent circular disc, to which is attached the
hydroid 'colonial' body, resembling tentacles like those of the jellyfish
The colony consists of many small tentacles that have bead-like structures
packed with nematocysts It belongs to the 'blue fleet', a collection of
different species that are found floating on the surface in the open ocean,
transported by winds and currents
It feeds on micro plankton caught by the tentacles The disc is made of
keratin and acts as a floating substrate for the polyp colony underneath
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SPÖKNÄT Earrings
Ghost nets (Swedish: Spöknät) are fishing nets, left or lost in the ocean by
fishermen
These nets, often nearly invisible in the dim light, can be left tangled on a
rocky reef or drifting in the open sea They often entangle fish, dolphins,
sea turtles, whales, and other creatures
Acting as designed, the nets restrict movement, causing starvation,
laceration and infection, and suffocation in those that need to return to
the surface to breathe
Old-fashioned fishing nets were often biodegradable These days
however, the fishing industry uses “modern” nets made from strong
plastics or nylon, which will as a consequence drift in the oceans for
hundreds of years
Unlike synthetic fishing nets, biodegradable fishing nets decompose
naturally under water after a certain period of time
Coconut fibre fishing nets are now commercially available and are hence
a practical solution that can be taken by fishermen
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*All the cotton in our products comes from more sustainable sources This means that the cotton is either recycled, or grown
with less water, less fertilisers and less pesticides, while increasing profit margins for the farmers Jute fiber is 100% biodegradable and recyclable and thus environmentally friendly It also has very low pesticide and fertilizer needs
Plastics accumulate because they don't biodegrade in the way many other substances do They will photodegrade on
exposure to the sun, but they do so properly only under dry conditions, and water inhibits this process In marine
environments, photodegraded plastic disintegrates into ever-smaller pieces while remaining polymers, even down to the
molecular level When floating plastic particles photodegrade down to zooplankton sizes, jellyfish attempt to consume them,
and in this way the plastic enters the ocean food chain
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